. Analytical lexeme formation in four structure groups is shortly discussed in the paper presented.
to form such words adjective old + nouns man, boy, woman, chap, fellow, time, days, age, stuff, clothes, etc. or verbs be, get, grow, make, etc. are used (Plotkin, 1989, p. 199-204 However, derivative function of the modern English language (which is vital for the lexis of the language in general) can only be weakly performed by means of synthetic derivation.
The reason is that in the structure of the English language weak synthetic derivation is balanced by profound analytical derivation.
Many researchers have stressed this characteristic
of English lexical subsystem. See examples (Amosova, 1963; Vorontsova, 1960; Kunin, 1970; Smirniskij, 1956) . Not the word, but the lexeme has to be viewed as an element of lexical system.
It can be one-word or multi-word (analytical).
When studying analytical verb lexemes we need to differentiate between their semantic and syntactic structure. Thus (Shabaev, 2010; Shabaev, 2011) ; 2) verb+adjective (keep silent 'молчать', be afraid 'бояться', get rich 'богатеть', make angry 'сердить'); see below part 3.1 and papers (Shabaev, 2010; Shabaev, 2011) 
Problems of Eurysemy
Typological revolution in the English language, which changes the ratio between one-word lexemes and analytical lexemes in songwriter) ▪ (10) I had heard so much about how hard it was supposed to be that, when they were little, I thought it would be horrible when they got married and left. (Cortni, 2000, p. 254) . 
Conclusion

